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Comping Ideas for Blues Funk Grooves
Goal: To teach students how to create a harmonically and 
rhythmically repetitive funk comping-groove that follows a 
basic blues form.

What will you learn?: 
Students will learn 2 ways to comp under a funky blues form 
using some conventional funk-comping concepts, such as 
repetitive rhythmic ideas, specific upper extensions to use, 
establishing a groove with the rhythm section, and adding 
basslines and fills.

Watch the Introduction. Then watch the next chapter which presents “right 
hand groove comping.” Practice playing through this groove in your right 
hand slowly, with metronome, and then with the provided jam track. Practice 
moving the groove through the different chords of the blues form. 

Watch the next chapter which shows you how to add a left-hand bassline 
to the right hand groove. Practice hands separately before putting hands 
together. Work slowly, then use the metronome and the jam tracks.

Watch the next chapter which shows you how to add a funky fill to the right 
hand groove. Practice this slowly, then add your metronome (still at a slow 
tempo).

Continue working to add the fill to your right hand groove. Use your 
metronome and try to increase the tempo slightly. 

Continue working to incorporate the groove. bassline, and fills. Try playing 
along with the jam tracks if you feel ready. Practice playing the complete 12-
bar groove with the jam tracks, both with and without the fills.

Watch the next chapter (dominant 7 #9 chords) and practice playing these 
voicings throughout the 12-bar blues form and the various I, IV, and V 
chords. Play with your metronome and the provided jam tracks.

Review all of the above material. 

Topics to be discussed:
establishing groove, 
playing in the rhythm 
section;
comping;
basslines and fills;
#9 voicings on dominant 
chords;
blues form
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Practice Plan (20-30 minutes per day)


